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CHAIRMAN'S CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
Since August our Society has had meetings on the first Monday of the month again. Our numbers
have ranged from 9 up to 15. So it is clear many of you are still rather wary of coming out to meet in
a group of 20 or more. I hope in the New Year that you will come in larger numbers once you are
satisfied that the risk is low enough for your circumstances. I hope too that our programme for 2022
will be back to normal.
We had an extraordinarily successful auction on October 30 and I heartily thank David Snowden,
and his support team for such a marvellous outcome, for it was David's last auction as Auction
Secretary. For details please see David's separate report.
The committee met on 13 October for the first time since 15 January 2020. We are still short of a
vice-chairman and a committee member and now need a new auction secretary. David Snowden has
agreed to be our Honorary Secretary in the New Year once he has finished the accounts for the
October auction. I am very grateful to David for filling this important rôle. So are any of you
willing to take on the three vacant positions please ?
There are also two issues on which we would welcome the views of members.
The first concerns afternoon meetings which may be more appropriate for our older members
especially those who do not like driving in the dark. These would be in addition to our normal first
Monday of the month evening meetings.





So would you like to attend afternoon meetings in 2022 ?
which is your preferred afternoon ?
which afternoons are impossible for you ?
what activities would you like at the afternoon meetings ?
o a traditional full display of 192 sheets in two halves
o display of up to one frame (16 sheets) by members
o a bourse
o or something else - if so what ?

The second concerns the purchase of a few reference books for use by Society members.






Would you use Stanley Gibbons Part 1 1840 to 1970 ?
or the Barefoot book on Fiscally Used Stamps ?
What other reference books would you use if the Society purchased them ?
Would you want to take them home with you and return them at the next meeting ?
Do you think this is a good idea ?

Lastly I wish you and your families a happy Christmas and an enjoyable New Year.
Robin Pizer
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PETERSFIELD & DISTRICT PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Minutes of the 55th Annual General Meeting held in the Petersfield Community Centre on Monday 6th
September 2021
Robin Pizer was in the chair and 7 other members attended. The meeting had been postponed from 1 March
due to the Covid 19 restrictions and started at 7.30 p.m.
Apologies : were received from David Allen, John Buckler, Bob Butterfield, Hew Granlund, Steve Hickman,
Peter Marshall, Tony New and David Snowden.
1. Minutes : The Minutes of the 54th A.G.M. held on 2 March 2020 and published in the Petersfield Philatelist
in April 2020 were APPROVED
2. Reports for the Year 2020 : The reports from the Chairman, Membership Secretary, Packet Secretary,
Auction Secretary and Newsletter Editor were published in the Petersfield Philatelist of February 2021 and the
Treasurer’s report and accounts were published in the May 2021 edition.
The Membership Secretary provided additional information - We have today 38 members, two of whom are
Honorary Members. Over the last year we lost J. Hopewell and J. Leathes.
The Treasurer provided additional data up to the end of August 2021 – The NatWest account is now on-line
with Peter Marshall and Robin Pizer as signatories. The Bank balance at the end of August 2021 was
£4,185.40. The cash is £190.82 plus monies held in the Raffle box. The Santander account is now on-line
with Peter Marshall, Robin Pizer and Steve Hickman as signatories. The Bank balance at the end of August
was £696.64 with an additional £213 paid in after receipt of the August statement. However payment is due
to the Packet sellers and a six month payment to both Steve Hickman and the Philatelic Society. These sums
have yet to be reconciled.
These were APPROVED.
There was no report from the Secretary as no one had been willing to take that rôle on.
3. Annual Competitions : The only one that could be held was the Single Item competition which was held
after this A.G..M. and the trophy awarded to Alan Biddlecombe.
4. Election of Committee and Officers for 2021/2022 : The Committee and Officers for 2021/2022 were
proposed, seconded and elected as follows
President
David Allen
Chairman
Robin Pizer
Vice Chairman vacancy
Committee
Stuart Graham, Steve Hickman, David Snowden, vacancy
Secretary
vacancy – this needs filling urgently or the Society may cease to exist
Treasurer
Peter Marshall
Membership Secretary Peter Marshall
Additional Officers
Programme Secretary Stuart Graham
Packet Secretary
Steve Hickman
Auction Secretary
David Snowden
Newsletter Editor
Tony New
Publicity Officer
David Allen
Examiner of Accounts vacancy someone with accountancy background would be ideal
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2021/2022 Programme : The Chairman said that first part of the programme for 2021/222 provided by Nick Glencross
had been overtaken by Covid 19 events and he had cancelled outside speakers for the rest of 2021 as the likely
attendance is unknown, although some speakers are willing to talk to small groups. He suggested that we continue for
October and November with members’ displays of up to one frame (16 sheets). He would do a half display of 96 sheets
in December as the normal Chairman’s night. This was APPROVED. The Chairman added that he would like offers of
larger displays of say 3 frames (48 sheets or more) for the January meeting. We have invitations to visit other Societies
in 2022, where we could be expected to put on two half displays of 96 sheets or 4 shorter displays of 48 sheets.
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Any Other Business : The Chairman outlined David Snowden’s plans for the auction on 30 October
saying that he was still looking for some more volunteers especially for room set up, front desk,
runners and security.
The Chairman also mentioned that he had been approached by the father of a 12-year-old boy who
was very keen on stamp collecting and asked for ideas on how we might help. The pair were going to
Stampex later this month and had been advised to contact Stamp Active and may come to our next
meeting in October. Tom Norgate said there was someone in Hampshire involved with youth
philately (and provided his name after the meeting).
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The Chairman outlined David Snowden’s plans for the auction on 30 October saying that he was still
looking for some more volunteers especially for room set up, front desk, runners and security.

NEW’S LETTER
An apology to start: the August 2021 number should have been
220, not 219. Please amend on your file copy if you have one.
Covid is not to blame – just carelessness. The hope is that we can
now revert to the customary five-a-year programme, i.e. February,
April, August, October, December. However it has to depend on
the amount of material available to supplement the standard fare of
meeting reports. That was one reason for the absence of an
October number this year, but with luck (e.g. not too many
computer problems) this one may make amends, and shows signs
of being a bumper Christmas number.
Over to you – especially if you haven’t ever submitted an article
(even two or three lines) but always rely on those who do. There
was a time when this journal won a national prize against all the
other clubs, but nowadays we would be severely outdone if there
were a similar contest. Let’s have more reminiscences, more
‘favourite’ stamps and more serious (but not too abstruse) articles
on your own choice of subject!
It will become obvious that the wording of some of the reports in this issue to have become outdated since they
were originally written. Conversely the facility of sending the Philatelist by e-mail to members with the
necessary equipment means that they can be reminded of Chairman’s night by a timely entry in For Your Diary.

GPO 1


You will of course recall the question posed in the August 1971 Gibbons Stamp Monthly concerning the fate of
the original mobile post office (a trailer of 1936). That spurred the indefatigable Tom Norgate to send out his
spies. He quickly reported that the Curator of the Postal Museum store believes it to be in private ownership but
still in poor condition. However the virtually identical GPO 2 is in the Museum store at Debden and
presumably properly cared for, with its red and gold embellishment regularly dusted down.
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AUGUST MEETING
At the first full meeting since ‘lockdown’ it was gratifying to see an attendance of 17 members,
including newly enrolled Michael Martin, whom we are delighted to welcome. Robin Pizer opened
with news of absentees:- David Allen, President, who was recovering at home following spells in
hospital; Chris May, who had just turned 90 and was tending his ailing wife; Denis Bicknell, whose
failing eyesight sadly no longer allows him to enjoy stamps; and Steve Hickman who was in
Petersfield Hospital feeling very bored and awaiting improvements to his home stairway following a
series of operations on a foot. The circulating packet meanwhile was at a temporary standstill, bur
Robin was arranging to re-start it. Likewise there were no plans yet for visiting speakers, but two
invitations had been received from other societies, and he hoped that two non-competitive displays
would be submitted to HAMPEX in September. Victor Collins appealed for a volunteer to take over
secretarial duties, including room bookings which he was continuing to organize for a short period.
Kicking off displays by members, Muggins with
a dried-up throat tried to explain this cartoon
from Gibbons’ August 1971 magazine, which so
oddly presaged the announcement exactly fifty
years later of their purchase and likely display of
the unique 1856 one cent British Guiana. He
also showed a series of postcards bought by his
father during a sponsored
motor reliability tour of
France about 1905. Stuart
Graham followed with a
copy of another Gibbons
publication, which listed the
quantities printed of all
British stamps up to 1910.
These included the numerous issues overprinted for use overseas. He commented that in many cases
the proportions between quantity and catalogue value bore little relationship; the value of the 1840
Two Pence Blue ought on the basis of quantity to be far higher in relation to that of the Penny Black.
Those of, for example, Zululand overprints may be even more disproportionate. Geoffrey Hotson’s
display was a colourful page of 1948 Commonwealth Silver Wedding stamps.
Alan Biddlecombe showed three pre-stamp ‘Free fronts’, also a £5
Bechuanaland printed in purple and black from a so-called
‘unappropriated’ die. Its probable fiscal usage was obscured by a
smudged ‘concentric circles’ cancellation right in the centre. Also
from Africa, Nick Twining had a group of Uganda and (mostly)
Tanzania items, including covers addressed to his grandfather, his
father, and himself.
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Tom Norgate’s display consisted of a comprehensive study, formed by another
collector and recently purchased, covering the first graphite-lined and (later)
phosphor-graphite U.K. issues. Trials of ‘A.L.F.’ automatic letter-facing machines
began in 1957 in Southampton, and Petersfield was within the area where the treated
stamps were included in post office stocks. Original duplicated typescript documents
announcing their appearance and purpose were shown, as well as blocks of stamps,
varieties and diagrams. Ron Wood contributed a frame of picture postcards of
Belgian railway stations, very varied in their architecture and each matched by a
stamp with appropriate defacing cancellation – many of the names being of course
bilingual. It cannot have been easy to find so many.
Peter Marshall showed Mauritius, with an emphasis on
Q.V. issues – including examples of the ‘primitive’
earlies, some of which were printed from plates so worn
as to be almost indecipherable. He pointed out that,
unlike other colonials, the later portrait frame designs
varied with every denomination and were not used
elsewhere.
The evening closed with a remarkable assembly by Robin Pizer of covers sent at the height of the
inflation period of 1923-24 by air mail from Cologne to Croydon. In chronological order they
illustrated the mounting numbers of marks needed for postage. The rates rose so rapidly into
thousands of millions that there were several instances of being valid for one day only, and when
gold francs were introduced the air mail surcharges constantly had to be recalculated. He ended by
showing a 1903 cover bearing 2pf., 5pf., and 10pf. bicoloured ‘Germania’ stamps which had never
been issued like that. He asked were they colour trials, proofs, reprints or forgeries?

QUERY CORNER
The Philatelist is always open to have your queries answered by
those who know. Here is a case in point. This ordinary Penny Red
from a club booklet was correctly noted there as plate 103, but what
was not noted (perhaps even not noticed) was the cancellation D30 –
or is it? D30 in the listing is the number allocated to Kobe in Japan,
an office apparently never opened. My scribbled note against a copy
of the list indicates ‘used at London Chief Office for Book Post’ –
which sounds rather more likely (Book Post was a separate tariff for
books sent with open-ended wrapping). I cannot make the ‘D’ into a
‘B’, nor to anything else, but it doesn’t seem that the single curved
bar “(” beside it would have been balanced by any less than two
bars “))” following the ‘0’ (i.e. off the stamp). So can someone say
if it is a fake
or merely a badly made canceller? – of where?
A.N.
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SINGLE ITEM COMPETITION
This year’s competition followed the Annual General Meeting and attracted
seven entries, first being Nick Twining with something rarely seen: a
complete sheet of 20 of the Great Britain £1 Silver Wedding stamp of 1948.
Stuart Graham followed with an 1895 stamp of the British Inland Mail
Service of Madagascar inscribed ‘VOAMENA’ - which equated with the
value 2d. Britain had fought with the French over Madagascar but later
helped the French remove the local royal family. This postal service was
suppressed by the French in September 1895 so these stamps had about 6
months’ use.
Stuart also offered a “1965 Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year”
envelope bearing Christmas stamps of nine countries each with the
appropriate cancel of the country concerned. The countries were United
Nations, West Berlin, U.S.A., U.K., France, San Marino, Canada, Malta,
Austria and Vatican. Tom Norgate’s entry was a December 1822 entire sent by the Marquis of Anglesey to
his country seat in Anglesey bearing a Petersfield Penny Post handstamp.
Robin Pizer’s item was a 1903 postcard from Pforzheim to Kiel bearing three bi-coloured low value Germania
stamps. These were ‘cut outs’ whereby the red centre of the 2pf. was cut out from the 10pf. red stamp, the
brown centre of the 5pf. was cut out from the 3pf brown, and the green centre of the 10pf. was cut out of the
5pf. green. Such cut-outs were a craze at that time and it was contrary to German Post Office regulations to
postmark them.
Ernst Oberthaler showed an 1881 town cancel of his home town of Kufstein Walchsee, close to the border
with Bavaria. Alan Biddlecombe’s singleton was a 1/- stamp of British Bechuanaland of 1888 overprinted 30
years later in 1919 with the value of £5. That was an unusual thing to do as it encouraged forgery. It was
intended for fiscal use in the Bechuanaland Protectorate but was used by the public for postal purposes as the
word ‘postage’ had not been obliterated.
The winner of the Dingwall Scales was Alan Biddlecombe with Robin Pizer as runner-up.
After the Single Item competition two members displayed material
Stephen Miles showed a number of 1841 1d red stamps featuring plate flaws. They came from plates 14 to 21
and the flaws were of various types and included a double letter D as a corner letter. Stephen had chosen these
so that the flaws were not obscured by a postmark.
Robin Pizer showed some envelopes from Germany to Colombia from 1922 to 1928 which went via the
SCADTA airmail route from Barranquilla on the coast of Colombia to Bogotá, the capital, in the mountains.
The airmail service cut about two weeks off the river and then
uphill rail journey. Initially normal German foreign rate
postage was paid as per U.P.U. rules but SCADTA stamps had
to be affixed as well to pay the airmail fee within Colombia.
The SCADTA stamps were on sale at a few places within
Germany. In 1923 SCADTA issued large stationery envelopes
with a printed 30c SCADTA stamp. One of these was shown
with German inflation stamps of May 1923 added. By 1928
SCADTA stamps were no longer used as the German Post
Office collected the SCADTA airmail surcharge. SCADTA =
Sociedad Colombo-Alemána de Transportes Aereos
(Colombian-German Air Transport Society).
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NOVEMBER MEETING
A reduced attendance of only nine was no doubt attributable to the onset of winter time and the mere rwo-day lapse after
the very successful auction. The Chairman reported that Steve Hickman was now recovering from his operation in the
Blenheim Court Care Home in West Liss. and welcomed Ray Street as a visitor.
The Chairman also reported briefly on some items discussed at the October committee meeting. These included the
committee’s hope that our meetings will now follow the traditional pattern with the Chairman’s evening in December,
displays by two members in January, the 16-sheet competition in February with other members’ displays, and in March
the A.G.M. with the Single Item competition. We hope to resume visits from outside speakers in late spring 2022.
He confirmed that David Snowden would take on the Honorary Secretary’s r ôle in 2022, leaving a vacancy for an
auction secretary for which volunteers were sought. John Buckler had agreed to be Accounts Examiner for the 2021
accounts and Peter Marshall had taken on the rôle of Packet Secretary during Steve Hickman’s convalescence.
The committee want to trial the potential support for afternoon meetings next year. A suggestion has also been made
that the Society might purchase one or two books which might be helpful to a number of members. Two suggested were
S.G. Part I 1840 to1970 and the Barefoot book on Fiscally Used Stamps.
Members’ displays all attracted great interest and were opened by Ron Wood who
produced a selection of cancellations on Belgian railway stamps starting with 2-line
cachets, then rectangular, followed by hexagonal. As Telegraph Offices were open 24
hours a day, they could take in parcels and some of their postmarks were shown. During
World War 2 some stations got damaged and temporary cancellations had to be devised.
Some railway offices were not issued with the traditional railway parcel cancellers and so
used their own circular postmarks, and conversely Post Offices have occasionally used
railway cancellers on ordinary stamps.
Stephen Miles followed with examples of stamps overprinted
on the back. First were two Queensland stamps, one with a
printed burelé band, and the other merely to illustrate the front. The burelé band was
used because the normal watermarked paper had run out. A British stamp dealer and importer
of the 1880s, Errington & Martin, used several variants of rubber stamps to announce their
business on the backs of common stamps sold in packets.
More official were the
advertisements from local companies printed on the backs of New Zealand
stamps from 1d. to 1/- in 1893; this was not a success. Turning to the faces
of stamps, he finished with the Moiré pattern overlay used on KGV British
Honduras War Tax stamps as a security measure.
Nick Twining showed the 1913 stamp booklet from German East Africa
both in ‘exploded’ form and as complete booklets. This booklet was only
on sale at the Berlin philatelic counter and never in the colony. It contained stamps in the standard
colonial low-value design showing the Kaiser’s yacht with values of 4 heller green and 7½ heller red.
Tony New showed a selection of unmounted covers he had recently bought of Uruguayan mail to
various destinations and covering the time span from about 1898 to
1944.
Peter Marshall showed stamps of Brunei from 1907 to 1947 bearing a view of the Brunei
river with a house on stilts over the water. There were numerous printings over this time
span, first with Crown block CA watermark and later Crown script CA. Stamps
overprinted for the Malaya-Borneo Exhibition of 1922 were included, as well as many
overprinted by the Japanese when they invaded Brunei in World War 2.
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Robin Pizer finished by showing some covers sent to or from German Embassies and Consulates between
1918 and 1924. The mail was taken by diplomatic courier from the embassy or consulate to the German
Foreign Office in Berlin, where it was struck by a Foreign Office cachet that changed over time and received a
special Berlin Courier Office postmark. The Foreign Office did not always put stamps on the envelope. In
that case the recipient had to pay the postage and a small handling charge rather than double the deficiency.
Examples were shown where the handling fee started at 10pf. in 1920 but only rose to 30pf. by early 1923
whereas the inland letter rate rose from 40pf. in 1920 by over 100 times to 50 Marks in early 1923 Examples
of diplomatic mail through the high inflation of late 1923 were also shown ending with the new currency after
the inflation was brought to an end in December 1923.
This cover was sent from the
German
Legation
in
Helsinki, Finland (see red
sticker
on
back)
by
diplomatic bag to the
German Foreign Office in
Berlin W8. There it was put
into the post on 20 February
1923 with a rectangular
cachet of the Foreign Office
but without paying the
postage.
This was a
standard
practice
in
Germany at the time - namely various Government
organisations could send mail requiring the recipient to
pay. The recipient did not have to pay double the
deficiency but just the missing postage (in this case 50 M
for a 20g inland letter) plus a handling fee which was only
30pf (as the Post Office had failed to increase the handling fee with inflation).

For Your Diary
5 December

Fair at Cosham Community Centre, Wootton Streeet, Cosham, Portsmouth

6 December

7.30

Chairman’s Night at Community Centre, Love Lane, Petersfield

8/9 December

Loddon Auction at Unit 3, Ducks’ Nest Farm, Eversley Road, Arborfield

12 December 10.00 – 3.00

Fair at St Crispin’s Leisure Centre, London Road, Wokingham

29 December 10.00 – 4.00

Fair at Village Hall, Wings Road, Upper Hale, Farnham
Two Members’ Displays at Community Centre, Love Lane, Petersfield

5 January 2022 7.30
9.30 – 3.00

9 January

Brian Reeve Auction at 2 College Fields, Prince George’s Road, London SW19

28 January
1 February

7.30

19-26 February
7 March
10 April.

Fair at Onslow Village Hall,Wilderness Road, Guildford
16-sheet Competition & Members’ Displays at Community Centre, Love Lane, Petersfield
LONDON 2022 Exhibition and Fair at Business Design Centre, Upper Street, London N1

7.30
9.30 – 3.00

Annual General Meeting and Single -sheet Competition
Fair at Onslow Village Hall,Wilderness Road, Guildford
In addition to the above, a weekly fair is scheduled, at 7.00 – 3.00 every Saturday,
at Charing Cross Markets, Northumberland Avenue, London WC2

As always, dates and times cannot be guaranteed, but some telephone numbers can be provided for checking
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AUCTIONS 2021 . . . . and Beyond
Although there is still a trickle of activity relating to our recent auction, I can confirm that we had a
spectacularly successful event, by comparison to the last 2 comparable events:

Gross sales (in room and post auction)
Net benefit to P&DPS

2018
£4,492
£335

2019
4,771
£310

2021
10,000
£800-850

How to explain this? We had:






50% more material
2 large and good quality collections to distribute
Pent-up demand, and apparently pent-up money supply (a good effect of Covid)
3 or 4 dealers who had to compete more than usual
A member who ‘hoovered up’ the complete remains of one of the large collections

and of course an extremely industrious team of members and their families. The term ‘perfect storm’ comes to
mind, but maybe it was just a fortunate coincidence of so many positive factors.
However I have been doing this job for a decade now and have decided not to run the auction in 2022.
I remain willing to help at the auction, possibly with the preparatory work, or the computer activity, but
someone else needs to apply fresh thinking. So we need a volunteer to take on the Auction Secretary rôle.
We have three main options:
1. Continue with a room auction as this year, or in some modified form. If we continue as now, then
we can sell bulk lots, ‘glory boxes’, collections, accumulations, stock-books, albums and the like.
These really need to be viewed and as always, we did very well with this type of material, with some
lots exceeding £300.
2. Run a postal auction. In a postal auction, this sort of ‘larger’ lot would receive far less attention,
lower sales, little competitive bidding and so lower prices. A postal auction would be ideal for lots of
a few stamps or covers that can be accurately described in a few words. This form of auction is easier
to manage, but the down side is that we would have to get into the postal business.
3. Have no auction. I hope the negative impacts on the society are obvious. This may be the outcome
by default.
If we decided not to have a room auction, we might consider having bourse nights, devoted primarily to the
bulkier material but then we would not have the non-members who have supported us in the past and the
vendors would have to conduct their own sales, decide the price they were going to offer the lot and what
price they would accept.
Taking on any such new responsibility is bound to be daunting, but there is a wealth of experience in the
society on how we currently run our auctions, and of course, a new view will always generate new ideas, ways
to change our model. If you are the slightest bit interested, please come and talk to me about the work
involved, and contact Robin with your views and offers to help.
David Snowden
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Fifty Years Ago
‘Sapiens’ explored the Christmas theme in Gibbons Stamp Monthly, December 1971
Thematic collecting—is it worthwhile? If every collector who has asked me this question were to send me a Christmas present, I'd
enjoy the best festive season of my life.
With Britain having joined the growing list of countries issuing a Christmas ‘special’ set
annually, and with the almost unbelievable improvement in stamp production standards in recent
years, no one could deny the sheer attractiveness of an album devoted to this theme.
But like all popular topics, the sensible collector soon realises that a number of countries are
merely taking advantage of him: l take it as axiomatic, for example, that no Moslem or animist
(or atheist) country issues Christmas stamps for any reason other than to soak the collector, and
that the provision of stamps in neat sheets of six with ornamental borders is simply a gimmick to
sell six times as many copies—none of which will perform any postal service since for obvious
reasons the thematic collector prefers virgin mint stamps, their featured designs unsullied by
disfiguring postmarks.
In that one paragraph I have presented the two major reasons for the poor investment potential
of many thematic collections. Add to these the fact that most of the stamps included will be
modern issues, produced in more than adequate quantities, and you have the case against
thematics in a nutshell. But, you say, l like Christmas stamps — is there no way in which I can create a collection which will have a
future? Certainly there is, but like any other study of merit it demands some thought and some hard searching: my second axiom for
today is that anything you can acquire merely for the asking will equally be acquired by every other interested collector, and so can
never be really scarce.
The answer to the problem, then, is to look beyond the straightforward catalogue listing, and the most obvious point at which to
start is with postal stationery.
Both Britain and Australia issue special Christmas aerogrammes; no collection should be without these, and the best way to display
them is to have one mint copy completely unfolded to show the design, and one with first-day cancellation mounted to overlap the
plain ‘writing surface’. Since the British P.O. does not offer a special first-day service for these, immediately you have set yourself a
problem.

Postmarks
Every year the P.O. sends special Christmas cards to children writing to Santa Claus; these arrive in an envelope with a 'Reindeerland‘
meter-mark, worthy of inclusion in any album.
Naturally there are the ‘Post early for Christmas’ slogans to consider, and in the less Union-organised past our postal authorities
actually collected and postmarked mail on Christmas Day. While not easy to find today, these covers have an appeal all their own, and
I illustrate a particularly rare and beautiful example showing a Penny Black postmarked on the first philatelic Christmas Day
(unfortunately not clear enough to reproduce here Ed.!)
Perhaps less well known is the early-1900s scheme whereby one could hand mail over the counter some weeks before Christmas
and have it sorted by the Post Office for delivery on December 25th. Operated from several towns in Britain, this thoughtful scheme
was dropped when a mailbag of reserved letters was discovered, overlooked for some months. . . . and delivered late to the undoubted
embarrassment of the Post Office. These covers bear a variety of different special postmarks, the best known being inscribed ‘Posted
in advance for delivery on Christmas Day’ with a large bold ‘X’ and the continuing letters ‘MAS’ below, in a large and conspicuous
oval. A word of warning: quite common a few years ago, these are now extremely elusive.
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P.T.O.

To these ‘classics’ can be added the modern British first-day cancellations from Bethlehem (near Llandeilo), covers bearing the
special one-day ‘Noel’ postmark of the original Bethlehem in Israel, and for that matter as a sideline one could incorporate the
postmarks of towns named Noel and Christmas in the United States and elsewhere—some of these indeed make use of special
cancellations in the festive season, while the small town of Christkindl in Austria has for some years provided a re-direction service
with attractive pictorial postmarks depicting the Christ Child, the Crib and other religious themes.
Almost a ‘must’ in a collection of this type is the famous postcard created by a German firm in 1899 and posted from the German
capitulation post office in Jerusalem on December 25th, 1899, with a special cachet in the corner (in German) indicating that the card
had been forwarded from Bethlehem on Christmas Eve (there was at that time no post office in Bethlehem). The point of this item is
that it was ‘posted on the last Christmas Day in the 19th century’, although some purists would claim that this really fell not in 1899
but in 1900!
A considerable quantity of these cards was produced, but these too are now elusive; to
redress the balance in favour of the logicians a further and much smaller dispatch was made
the following year. but l have yet to see one of these.
And Cards
So we see that the collection has moved right away from stamps – although S.G. 166-168 of
Canada, inscribed ‘Xmas 1898’ and almost certainly providing us with the earliest Christmas
thematic stamp, deserve a place without a doubt.
It has for many years been a pleasant custom of the British Postmaster-General's office to
send special Christmas cards to the heads of foreign postal administrations, and one of these
would make an attractive addition to your collection.
But the kingpin of such a study is certainly the rare and
superb card illustrated here, depicting the King George V 1d.
design printed from the original die. These cards were
prepared for the Postmaster-General of the Commonwealth of
Australia and went to a small and select coterie of officials at
Christmas in 1913. These fascinating cards are keenly sought
not only by thematic collectors but by serious students of
Australian philately, and since today they normally realise
around £150 at auction I only wish that one had turned up in
my stocking at the time!
To sum up: by all means take up thematic collecting for
investment as well as pleasure, but steer clear of overspeculated wallpaper and do make every effort to create a
unique and personal collection incorporating philatelic
material of real scarcity and proven value. And what an
excellent way of using up those gift vouchers and cheques
you will no doubt find under the Christmas tree this month.

F
r
o
A greeting
from Cuba!

‘My Favourite Stamp’
I have always liked the 1953 omnibus series for the Coronation of H.M. The Queen,
issued by dozens of colonies. The oval design enclosing the Queen’s head in black
with a coloured surround in a simple unfussy design is excellent. Of the many issues I choose the Barbados
one for its orange surround which contrasts well with the black centre.
Robin Pizer
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The Way Things Were (2)
Last year we had a selection of drivers’ statements from accident claim forms. They were assembled by your
editor’s father in the 1920s and -30s when he used to be called upon to assess repair costs. Here are a few
more, with no philatelic connotation whatever:
I can only give approximate measurement as although the P.C. loaned me a tape measure he would not hold the end.
The only witness was the man that hit me and his story does not agree with mine.
My car was damaged by an unknown person in an unknown manner.
He came along at an excessive speed and drove me against the wall and collided with me and smashed my Car.
A lady came out of a side road and struck my Car on the bend, it was obviously the woman’s fault.
I unfortunately ran over a pedestrian and the old gentleman was taken to Hospital much regretting the circumstance.
I left my “Austin” 7 outside and when I went out later, to my amazement there was an “Austin” 12.
I was uncertain which way to turn and in my hesitation collided with a signpost.
One wheel went into ditch, my foot jumped from brake to accelerator leapt across lane to other side and jammed into
trunk of tree.
Backing out of Garage struck door and sent front of Garage into roadway.
After the accident a working gentleman offered to be a witness in my favour.
I left the Motor Cycle outside my house and the Milkman pushed his barrow into it. I would emphasize that he is always
doing this.
My front wheel got the wobbles and I came off immediately.
I can give no details of the accident as I was somewhat concussed at the time.
Proceeding along in a dense fog and a high wind blew me over.
I tried to circumnavigate a lorry but could not get round.
I told the other idiot what he was and went on.
Lorry stopped and I stopped. Lorry started and I started. Lorry stopped and I bumped.
At the time I was proceeding to see my Father in a thick fog.
I had come to a standstill and it seemed my Car was a magnet the way the other Car came to me.
My Car was parked and somebody believed to be a Char-a-banc must have run into the hood.
By the use of an Extinguisher the fire was largely eliminated. Please note my Car is specially finished in Gluecose.
I don’t know who was at fault as we both fumbled, hesitated, and collided.
I thought my side window was down but it was up as I found when I put my head through it.
I was run into by a taxicab who gave no evidence of his approach.
I had two accidents in a crowded hour.
He was driving in a wreckless way before colliding with my Car.
A pheasant (live) flew into the screen and broke it.
I necessarily ran into the Car in front of me as the Car in front of me ran into the Car in front of him.
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ADVICE

from a Victorian Philatelist to His

Daughter
Hartlepool
Sep 30. 1900.
My Dear Annie,
I owe you a letter & have been intending to write for some
time, but being unwell, & now the election, has made me
have so much to do that it has got put off till now when I am
resting after the hard work of last week & before the hard
work of tomorrow.
Well, you want to know about the best stamp album. That I
cannot tell you. I never had an album myself and do not
recommend them. An album has necessarily places for the
stamps of every country in the world & there would be such
a beggarly array of empty pages that I never cared to get
one. It may be however that Jim & you would learn a good
deal about stamp issuing countries, if you had an album, that
you do not know now, that there might be some advantage
in getting one, and I will send you a few advertisement
sheets that will help you more than I could, as I scarcely
know the albums. Mr. Charles Wilson has the best I have
seen. It is in two volumes. One Britain & the Colonies.
Two Other Countries. This has a space lined out for every
known stamp at the date of issue omitting varieties, errors,
shades of Colour, plate numbers &c. It suits him, but it
would not do for me. I believe it cost over Two pounds, and
is very nice in its way, but it would — in my opinion be
better to spend the money in a packet of stamps than for an
album. I advise beginners & every one else, to collect on
loose sheets. My sheets are l0 x 7½ which is a very handy
size. I have some large envelopes that just hold them, &
then I keep these in one of Stones quarto boxes costing 1/2
each. I put the stamps of each country on a separate sheet
one after the other, in rows without any reference to date of
issue or anything else, until I think I have got a fair lot of
that particular country, then I sort them according to
catalogue. I would advise you to get one of Whitﬁeld King
& Co's catalogues. I do not use it myself, but it is the best
for those who do not go in for the more minute details of the
stamps. Jirn will be able to rule the sheets much neater than
I can, yet mine look very well.
You ask about plate numbers. There are many people who
collect these but they are mostly in this country for no other
country has used such marks. The design of the ﬁrst stamp,
the ld black was used without change for 40 years, except
minute changes. In 1841 the colour was altered to red, and
in 1858 the cross was taken out of the top corners & letters
put in. When that was done, the plate number, which had
previously only been printed on the margin at the corners
was put at the side of the 1½d & 2d in the border, &
elsewhere in other values. The plate number of no stamp
therefore can be known unless you had a corner pair with
the “gum paper” margin until this alteration was made. The
ﬁrst was 70 & the last 225 which is very rare. Nearly all
except the last can be got for ld or 2d each, but I got mine
without buying (except 225) off old letters from one person
& another. The numbers of other values are not so easily
obtained. The ﬁrst ½d a small red stamp has the number as
in the ld, so has the 2d. I think there are 151 of the 1d
numbers, four never having been used.
(This letter was sent to a reader’s grandmother by her father,
1John E. Robson, Editor of ‘The Naturalist’)

The ½d plates run 1 to 20 but 5 are omitted & so on. No 9,
½d sells for 8/- or 9/- used, the rest are commoner. No 225
1d sells for about 10/- used & 25/- unused, most of the rest
are common. Of other values, none that I remember are
particularly rare used. The 2½d on blue paper No l is rare,
but not very. I collect these, because I am now collecting
little else than English. I am collecting Railway parcels
stamps, some of which are very interesting. Also what are
called “Fiscals”. Jim will tell you what that means. I
enclose you one of them on a Marriage License. The
embossed stamp for 10/- is the Government charge, the
impressed stamp is that of the Bishop of Durham. Bill
stamps, receipt stamps and all other government charges
come under this heading. These are very interesting. I have
one receipt stamp with George the IIIrds head on & dated
1700 & something, but they go to a much earlier date and
teach a great deal of English history, & modes of raising
money. Some collect Patent Medicine Stamps — I never
thought of these till Mr Grier sent me one. Since I have got
several others. These too go back a long time & bear
numbers & letters. You can get one off every bottle of
medicine or box of pills & you would soon ﬁnd how they
varied. They are for 1½d 3d 6d & so on. Some of the larger
ﬁrms have special stamps with their own names on. I have
mentioned all these that you may see how much variety
there is in Stamp Collecting and how inadequate is an album
for an intelligent collector, who wants to understand the
meaning of what he collects. I dare say I have far over a
thousand English stamps of one sort & another. Next to
English I collect European British. The earliest of these were
three stamps only for the Ionian Islands before they were
ceded to Greece. There were two sets issued for Heligoland
before it was made over to Germany. Gibraltar, & Malta
used English stamps for along time. These can only be
recognized by the cancellation. The oldest was “M” for
Malta & “G” for Gibraltar. Afterwards they used a stamp
“A35” & “A36”. Cyprus used English stamps at ﬁrst, but
that is recently compared with the others. Now they have
their own series.
The latest Maltese are beautiful stamps. There are English
post ofﬁces at Constantinople where the stamps are
surcharged with a new value in Turkish money & at
Alexandria where they are not surcharged. The old
Constantinople mark was “C”. Now it is “British Post
Ofﬁce Constantinople”. Alexandria is A01. There are
others at Smyrna, Beyrout & a variety of places, all over the
world where there are English residents. An office with
Foreign correspondence is the place to get these. I get most
of mine from Nielsen or Merryweather. Alf used to get me
a lot from Ripners, but I do not get these now as his friend
has not that department. There — I think that is enough. I
will send you some papers, that I get sent me & when I
know what you are doing I will try & help you with stamps.
With best love to Jim & yourself & the Squeaker.
Ever your affect.
Father’
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